
In almost every trauma, the most important
factor related to the outcome is the kind of
damage sustained by the brain12. In an attempt
to provide clinicopathological correlations in
closed head injury, two categories of contusions
have been emphasized: the ones occurring at
the local site of the impact, called direct or
coup-contusions, and those that occur in the
brain diametrically opposite to the point of
injury, called countercoup contusions8. They
occur characteristically in the frontal and
temporal lobes, more commonly on the inferior
surfaces, where brain tissue comes in divece
contact with bony protuberances and are related
to the amount of energy transmitted by the
impact in the skull to the underlying brain,
worsened by the acceleration/deceleration
processes and/or brain rotation14.

The clinical course of these contusions is
quite variable. Neurological worsening after
trauma is common, as a consequence of the

lesion progression, edema formation and
intracranial hypertension. In some patients, the
initial isolated contusion, as seen in brain CT,
tends to disappear in a few days, in others,
however, contusion evolves with an extensive
area of neural injury51.

The structural modifications presented by
the encephalon immediately after traumatic
insult characterise the primary injury2.
Lacerations of the scalp, fractures of the skull,
contusions on the surface of the brain and
diffuse axonal injury are all included as the
main primary damage in nonmissile head
injuries1,2. The tissue injured at the primary
lesion forms a necrotic region that does not
functionally recover22,42. Around the necrotic
tissue there is an area partially injured and
eventually capable of recovery25. The cells
present in this region can be further injured by
physiological and biochemical alterations
occurring subsequently, characterizing the
secondary injury2,22,26,49.

Patients with43 closed head TBI (Traumatic
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The exact role of inflammatory response in hemorrhagic contusions is not fully
characterized. The present study quantified IL-6 plasmatic levels in patients with closed
head trauma and hemorrhagic contusions during the first 6 to 12 hours postrauma. The
association between the plasmatic IL-6 levels, severity of trauma according to the Glasgow
Coma Scale, volume of intracerebral hemorrhage and patient’s clinical evolution were
investigated. Although inflammation is a multifactorial process, a strong correlation between
IL-6 levels, volume of traumatic hemorrhage and in-hospital evolution could be observed. A
correlation between the IL-6 levels quantified 6 hours postrauma and progression of lesion
volume between admission and 12 hours postrauma is suggested. The present study reinforces
the importance of IL-6 in influencing the clinical conditions of a patient with cerebral
injuries, particularly hemorrhagic contusions. 
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Brain Injury) usually develop conditions that
encourage secondary injury propagation, such as
hypotension, hypoxemia, hyperglycemia,
tachycardia and bradycardia26,27,36. However,
the mechanisms responsible for worsening,
death or recovery are not fully understood. The
importance of the hypoxic/ischemic lesion is
recognized23 as well as of the inflammatory
process developed after the primary lesion34,44.
In inflammatory processes, the increase of pro-
inflammatory cytokines synthesis is observed,
among them, interleukin-6 (IL-6)16,17,19,21,40,43,47.
The loss of local homeostasis leads to the
activation of immunological cells - T
lymphocytes and monocytes - and tissue cells -
fibroblasts and endothelial cells, all of them
capable of starting to secrete IL-6, which, in
turn, induces maturation of B lymphocytes,
activation of T lymphocytes and hematopoietic
differentiation15.

IL-6 is the cytokine found in the largest
quantity in the circulation in response to
inflammatory or traumatic insults, acting in both
systemic and local responses18,41,43,48. IL-6 acts as
a cellular mediator for immunological responses
and can be produced through inflammatory
events in the central nervous system
(CNS)9,16,17,19,21,24,31,35,47. In cases of secondary
cerebral damage, IL-6 plasmatic levels were
increased19,39,50.

This study analyzes IL-6 plasmatic levels in
patients with closed head trauma and cerebral
hemorrhage, correlating them to clinical
evolution.

The Ethical Committee on Research of the
Center of Health and Biological Sciences of the
Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Paraná
(PUCPR) approved this study, according to the
resolution 426/05/CEP-PUCPR, register number
790. 

INCLUSION CRITERIA
All patients included in the research were

admitted after TBI at Hospital Universitário
Cajuru, from December 2005 to November
2006, and met the following criteria: a) Pre-
hospital care given by Pre-Hospital Trauma
Rescue System (SIATE); b) Initial tomographic

diagnosis of intracerebral hemorrhage resulting
from closed head trauma (hemorrhagic
contusion); c) Diagnosis established up to 5
hours of the trauma; d) Absence of severe
polytrauma, severe superficial wounds,
coagulation disturbances, infections or need for
any other emergency surgery upon admission to
the hospital; 

To put into effect their participation in this
research it was necessary for the patients or
next of kin to fully understand and sign the
Informed Consent.

Thirty patients, average age 40 (± 18) years,
were included. There were 25 men and 5
women. The patients were evaluated and
classified at hospital admission using Glasgow
Coma Scale (GCS). Four patients presented with
GCS 3-8, four patients, with 9 – 12 and all
other 22 patients had GCS between 13 and 15.
Criteria registered on the first 72 hours  of
postrauma, were used to classify patients
according to clinical evolution and included: a)
Glasgow Coma Scale scores, b) Need for
mechanical ventilation, c) Need for surgical
measures to treat hemorrhagic contusions.
Patients considered of favorable evolution did
not present the following conditions: a) GCS
scores equal or below 7; b) Need for mechanical
ventilation; c) Need for a neurosurgical
procedure. Similarly, patients who died during
this period were not allocated to this group.
According to these criteria, 21 patients presented
favorable and 9 had poor evolution. 

CALCULATION OF INTRACEREBRAL LESION
VOLUME

A CT scan was performed at admission.
Follow-up scans for assessment of lesion
evolution were performed 12 hours post-trauma
in all, but one patient, due to clinical instability.
The volume (in cm3) of lesions was calculated
using the software eFilm Workstation 2.1® -
Merge Healthcare Software).

For determination of lesion volume, both, the
hemorrhagic area and perihemorrhagic edema
were included. If the patient presented multiple
lesions, the volume of each lesion was
calculated and added to obtain the total amount
considered.

To determine the lesion volume,
identification of the CT slice with the largest
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area of hemorrhage was done. The largest
diameter was considered “A”, the largest
diameter perpendicular to “A” on the same slice
was “B” and for determination of C, the number
of 10mm slices was counted: if the hemorrhage
area was greater than 75% compared with the
initial slice, it was considered as 1; if the
hemorrhage was 25% to 75%, 0.5 was counted;
if the hemorrhage was less than 25%, the slice
was not counted. The ellipsoid method, in
which the volume is the product of the
diameters divided by two, as proposed by
Bullock et al (2006)6 was used.

IL-6 QUANTIFICATION
For IL-6 quantification, five blood samples

from each patient were collected. The blood
samples were collected at 6, 12, 24, 48 and
72 hours postrauma. Those who needed surgical
interventions or died had the blood samples
collected up to that occurrence. 

For IL-6 quantitative analysis, the plasma
was isolated immediately after sampled28,29. The
material was centrifuged at 3000xg for 10
minutes and supernatant stored at -70ºC.

Quantification was carried out using “human
IL-6 quantikine ELISA kit, 2nd generation‚
HS600B” (R&D Systems) commercial kit. The
results in absorbance (690 nm) of the ELISA test
were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 5®

(GraphPad Software). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
For analysis of correlation between IL-6

levels and volume of lesions, Spearman’s non-
parametric test was used. The significante
analysis between defined groups (good and
poor in-hospital evolution) in dichotomic
variables, in relation to the quantitative variables
employed Mann-Whitney U Test. The logistic
regression test for the variables: clinical
evolution, lesion volume and IL-6 levels were
used. MedCalc® 9.2.0.0 – Windows Vista™
software was used for statistical analyses.

INTRACEREBRAL LESIONS VOLUME
CALCULATIONS

Upon admission, two patients in the poor
evolution group and three in the favorable
evolution group presented multiple hemorrhagic
lesions. A patient with good evolution presented
a single lesion and perihemorrhagic edema.
The same situation was observed in two patients
with poor evolution. In the other cases, one
single lesion without edema was observed.

The mean volume of lesions obtained from
admission CT was 6.4 cm3 and 36.1 cm3 for
patients in the good and poor evolution groups,
respectively. 

The analysis of the images obtained 12 hours
postrauma showed that patients in good
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Graphic 1. Distribution of Intracerebral Lesion Volume (cm3) in Good and Poor Evolution
Groups
Legend: Group of patients with a good (0) and poor (1) evolution; (p< 0.0001)



evolution group maintained the radiological
pattern observed upon admission. However,
one of these patients with the presence of
multiple lesions and two, presenting a single
lesion on admission CT, developed increasing
perihemorrhagic edema.

Among the patients in the poor evolution
group, two who initially presented multiple
lesions and two others, presenting a single
lesion, developed perihemorrhagic edema. In all
cases of poor in-hospital evolution, increasing in
lesion’s volume on CT was observed. 

The mean intracerebral lesion volume was of
10.35 cm3 and 69.05 cm3 respectively, for
patients in favorable and poor evolution groups,
12 hours postrauma. The relationship of average
intracerebral lesion volume and patients’ clinical
evolution is presented in Graphic 1. 

Comparing the CT scans performed at
admission and at 12 hours the variation of lesion
volume showed a non-homogeneous
distribution. When analyzing all patients
together, a mean value of 15.32 cm3 (initial
CT) and 26.54 cm3 (control CT) was observed,
with a standard deviation of ± 27.77 cm3 and ±
42.53 cm3, respectively. The heterogeneity was
also observed when mean volumes in the
different groups were analyzed: in the favorable
evolution group, the standard deviation was of
± 11.48 cm3 and ± 12.92 cm3 and ± 42.13 cm3

and ± 62.50 cm3, for poor evolution group, in

the first and second CT analyses, respectively.
The values of intracerebral lesion volume are
presented in Table 1.

IL-6 QUANTIFICATION
Only samples collected 6 and 12 hours

postrauma were analyzed, because of variability
in the number of samples collected at other
proposed times. The IL-6 mean levels being
respectively 18.57 (± 4.89) and 15.98 (± 5.69)
pg/ml.

For the favorable evolution group (21
patients), the mean values were: 17.11 (± 4.82)
and 15.08 (± 5.16) pg/ml in both periods (6
and 12 hours postrauma). The poor evolution
group (9 patients) presented a mean value of
21.93 (± 3.18) and 18.97 (± 6.85) pg/ml, for the
same intervals (Table 2 and Graphic 2).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
There was a correlation between the IL-6

levels 6 hours postrauma and the volumes of
intracerebral lesions analyzed at the admission
CT scan (r= 0.370; p= 0.047) and control CT, 12
hours post-trauma (r= 0.403; p= 0.033).

An association with patients’ evolution and
IL-6 levels quantified 6 hours (p= 0.0001) and
12 hours (p= 0.0001) postrauma was observed.
It was also possible to observe an association
between intracerebral lesions volumes
calculated from both, admission (p= 0.0001)
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and control (p= 0.0001) CT scans, and patients’
evolution. Similarly, there was an association
between evolution and volumetric variation
observed between the CT scans (p= 0.0013).

Considering the severity of trauma as
classified by GCS – mild trauma as scores 13 –
15, moderate, 9 – 12 and severe TBI as GCS 3 –
8, there was an association between these
groups and the quantified 6-hour postrauma IL-
6. Initially, IL-6 levels were associated with two
variables: the group with mild trauma versus
moderate and severe trauma (p< 0.0001). In a
subsequent analysis, the association between
the quantified IL-6 levels and the moderate
versus the severe trauma (p< 0.0001) was also
noted.

Using logistic regression analysis, an
association was found between in-hospital
evolution, quantified IL-6 levels 6 hours
postrauma (p= 0.046) and lesion volume

calculated from admission CT scans (p= 0.037).
Likewise, an association was found between
evolution, IL-6 levels 12 hours after trauma (p=
0.040) and lesion volume on admission CT (p=
0.021).

These results are presented in Table 3.

The inflammatory process which develops in
CNS is complex and involves cells from the
immunological system and those residing in
the brain7. However, different from what occurs
in other tissues, the immunological response
developing in CNS usually favours more
damage, than tissue repair7,37. Several cerebral
insults - like trauma, ischemia, infection and
others - result in production of cell mediators
such as cytokines7,11,15,30,43,50. In general, these
inflammatory mediators are less expressed in
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Graphic 2. Mean Plasmatic Il-6 Levels (Pg/Ml) (6 and 12 Hours Post-Trauma) and Clinical
Evolution of Patients with Cerebral Hemorrhagic Contusions
Legend: Group of patients with a good (0) and poor (1) evolution; p< 0.0001.

Table 2. IL-6 Quantification

Legend: media (± standard deviation). n= total number of patients



the healthy CNS. Nevertheless, through injury or
tissue infection, these mediators promote an
immunological response and have their levels
increased13,37. Pro-inflammatory cytokines have
an essential role in inflammation occurring in
the CNS, through the induction of adhesion
molecules expression, chemokines, recruitment
of immunological cells into the parenchyma
and cellular activation37.

The stimuli that increase the synthesis of
these cytokines are several, but in the scenario
of trauma, hypoxia and axoplasmatic exudation
- resulting from cellular necrosis - are the main
stimuli for production of these mediators40,47.

Several injuries to the CNS result in an
increase in IL-6 levels. The values of IL-6 levels
found in this study, were quantitatively inferior
to those of other studies that evaluated IL-6
synthesis4,20,30,41,45,46, however there is no
reference value for IL-6 levels in cerebral
injuries.

In this study, the IL-6 average level found

was of 18.56 (± 4.89) and 15.98 (± 5.69) pg/ml,
quantified 6 and 12 hours postrauma,
respectively. The values for patients in the good
prognosis group were 17.11 (± 4.82) and 15.08
(± 5.16) pg/ml, and for the ones in the poor
prognosis group, 21.93 (± 3.18) and 18.97 (±
6.85) pg/ml, for the same intervals.

IL-6 plasmatic levels inferior to those found
in our study were described in ischemic stroke
(4.6 ± 4.2 pg/ml)4. Higher values were found in
studies considering IL-6 plasmatic levels in
different surgical procedures, with an average of
30.83 pg/ml30. Values closer to the ones found in
this study - and a mean value of 13.9 pg/ml -
were observed after a surgical procedure
(craniotomy)15. 

The inclusion criterion applied in our study
prevented inclusion of patients with infectious
processes. Absence of infectious processes was
carefully observed in our patients from the
beginning until the end of the study and this may
help explain IL-6 lower values, once the
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Table 3. Statistical Results: Analysis of Variants

Legend: *Spearman's non-parametric test. 
**Mann-Whitney U test. 
***Logistic regression.
1Association value between evolution and IL-6 level
2Association value between evolution and CT volume



presence of infection increases significantly the
levels of this cytokine4.

Quantified IL-6 level in the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) probably reflects its production in the
CNS20. Qureshi et al (2001)35 in animal
experimentation with spontaneous cerebral
hemorrhage found similar values of IL-6
concentration in plasma and in regional CSF
(< 5 pg/ml). Still, Kaplin et al (2005)20 found
IL-6 plasmatic levels (3.79 ± 2.03 pg/ml) inferior
to those quantified in the CSF (654.3 ± 1239.6),
in patients with neuroinflammatory disorders
(transverse myelitis). In our study, IL-6 level
quantification was carried out from plasma
samples. The fact that cranioencephalic trauma
is an acute process, as spontaneous hemorrhage,
and not a chronic inflammatory process like
myelitis, suggests that plasmatic levels might
mirror satisfactorily the IL-6 production in the
CNS in this scenario. 

Control of Il-6 levels seem advisable in
patients prone to complications after trauma15, as
higher plasmatic levels of IL6 were associated
with smaller survival rates of patients with septic
meningococcal shock43 and in patients that
suffered ischemic stroke41.

Our findings indicate that IL-6 levels may
also be important in patients harboring
hemorrhagic contusions. 
The present study found an association between
quantified IL-6 plasmatic levels 6 (p= 0.0001)
and 12 hours (p= 0.0001) postrauma; the
intracerebral lesion volumes calculated from
admission (p= 0.0001) and control (p= 0.0001)
CT scans and patients’ evolution. Furthermore,
the variation in lesion volumes seen on CT
scans corresponded to clinical evolution (p=
0.0013). These findings indicate that IL-6 may be
an earlier indicator of volume progression of a
cerebral contusion. Rising levels of IL- 6 may
point the need for more aggressive
monitoring/treatment of hemorrhagic contusion
in this group, as volumetric expansion of this
lesion directly correlates with prognosis.

When analyzing the average level of IL-6, 6
and 12 hours postrauma in patients in the poor
and favorable evolution groups, a significant
difference was observed (p< 0.0001), suggesting
that the highest IL-6 levels are seen on patients
with worse clinical course (Graphic 2). The
same was observed for lesion mean volume

(p< 0.0001) (Graphic 1), as patients showing a
poor evolution presented larger intracerebral
lesions. Furthermore, an association was found
between IL-6 levels 6 hours postrauma and
intracerebral lesion volume calculated from the
admission (r= 0.370; p= 0.0466) and control
(r= 0.403; p= 0.0328) CT scans.

No association between lesion volume on
CT and patient classification according to the
GCS was found, but Il-6 levels measured 6h
post-trauma seem to accurately reflect the initial
classification of TBI by severity, suggesting that
the higher the IL-6 in patients harboring
hemorrhagic contusions, the more prone this
individual is to require surgical measures to
treat the lesion and overall tend to follow a
poor clinical course after trauma.

The average life span of the IL-6 in vivo is
approximately one hour30. IL-6 production
detected 6 and 12 hours, post-trauma, as
observed in this study, suggests a continual
inflammatory stimulus. Ayala et al (1991)3 and
Roumen et al (1993)38 showed that an
hemorrhagic process is stimuli enough to
maintain systemic IL-6 levels increased - a
reasonable explanation for our findings. Slight
numerical reduction in IL-6 found in both groups
at 12h might suggest that interleukin production
begins to fade at this point. If this were the
case, dosages performed at 24, 48 and 72h
would certainly corroborate this finding.
However, as a great variability in the number of
samples collected at these times happened
during this study, this observation remains to be
proved.

The adjustment of the logistic regression
model has shown a correlation between in-
hospital evolution, IL-6 levels at 6 hours (p=
0.046) and lesion volume on admission CT
(p=0,037), as well as the IL-6 levels quantified
12 hours postrauma (p= 0.040) and the volumes
found on admission CT (p= 0.021) and
evolution. Emsley et al (2003)10 and Smith et al
(2004)41, in prospective studies of patients with
ischemic stroke, found a strong association
between inflammatory markers, including IL-
6, with the severity of stroke and patient
prognosis.

This study suggests that IL-6 levels as well as
the initial hemorrhagic volumes observed on
CT are important for defining the patient’s initial
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evolution.
Since patients treated with steroids had

inferior IL-6 plasmatic level values comparing to
those without steroidal treatment30, therapeutic
use of steroids could be suggested as a measure
to contain propagation cerebral damage
resulting from the inflammatory process. This is
a highly controversial matter, since there is
Level I grade of evidence showing that the use of
steroids is not recommended for improving
outcome or reducing intracranial pressure, and
even that high-dose methylprednisolone in
patients with moderate or severe traumatic brain
injury is associated with increased mortality
and is contraindicated5. The question, which
still remains, is if there is not a special group that
could have benefitted from this therapy.

Monitoring and control of blood pressure,
glycemia, heart frequency, temperature and
levels of oxygen saturation are recommended as
measures for containing leucocitary recruitment
to the inflammatory site47. The leucocitary
infiltration, one of the factors determining
secondary lesion progression and cerebral
damage, in experimental studies with mice, can
be reduced by mild hypothermia (31°C – 33°C),
locally applied33. The same author (2002)32, in
studies with rabbits, showed that the area of
ischemic cerebral infarct can be reduced when
treated with mild hypothermia.

This study indicates a) an association
between IL-6 plasmatic levels quantified during
the first 6 to 12 hours postrauma with initial
course of patients harbouring closed head
trauma and cerebral hemorrhagic contusions, b)
an association between IL-6 levels with the
severity of trauma, according to the GCS, c) a
correlation between IL-6 levels quantified 6
hours postrauma with the lesion evolution as
seen on CT.

These findings strengthen the importance of
IL-6 in influencing the clinical condition of a
patient with cerebral injury, particularly
hemorrhagic contusions.
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